Assignment Questions

Paper I

Answer any Two Questions.

1. Explain the importance of organ donation.
2. Discuss the legal framework for organ transplantation in India.
3. Analyze the ethical implications of organ trafficking.

Assignment Questions

Paper II

Answer any Two Questions.

1. Compare and contrast the role of AI in healthcare and education.
2. Assess the impact of technology on modern-day society.
3. Evaluate the potential benefits and drawbacks of implementing AI in daily life.

Answer any Two Questions.

1. Discuss the impact of climate change on agriculture.
2. Analyze the role of renewable energy in reducing carbon footprint.
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of current strategies in reducing pollution levels.
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–III

Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–IV

Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–V

Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–VI

Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–VII

Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–VIII

Answer any Two Questions.
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Paper–IX

Answer any Two Questions.
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Paper–X

Answer any Two Questions.
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Paper–IX

Answer any Two Questions.
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Paper–X

Answer any Two Questions.
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Paper–XI
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–XII
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–XIII
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–XIV
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–XV
Answer any Two Questions.

Paper–XVI
Answer any Two Questions.